### FIH Hockey World League Semifinals

**Johannesburg, South Africa**

**Final**

July 23, 2017

**USWNT** 🇺🇸 **0-1** 🇩🇪 **GERMANY**

Start the game with a USA Powerplay Challenge, complete two in a row to be awarded a goal.

- Germany took the lead in the 38th minute through a field goal by Camille Nobis.
- With 2 minutes to play, Amelie Wortmann was sent off for the second time leaving Germany a player down with a 1-0 lead to defend and USA was awarded a penalty stroke. Taylor West stepped up to take it...
- USA: Can you convert the Powerplay Challenge under pressure to level the score? And, can you snag two goals and win the Final in regulation?
- Germany: How will you play with one less player if USA scores? And if they don’t?

### FIH Champions Trophy

**London, England**

**Bronze Medal Game**

June 26, 2016

**USWNT** 🇺🇸 **0-2** 🇦🇺 **AUSTRALIA**

Start the game with Australia in possession in USA’s half.

- Australia scored in the first and third quarters to put USA in an 0-2 hole. Mariah Williams found the back of the net from open play first before Grace Stewart added a second to double the Hockeyroos’ advantage.
- USA: Get one goal and you have foot hold in this game. Can you finish the job?
- Australia: The next goal is critical. Can you keep USA at arms length?

### Pan American Games

**Toronto, Canada**

**Final**

July 24, 2015

**USWNT** 🇺🇸 **2-1** 🇦🇷 **ARGENTINA**

Start the game with USA in possession in their own half.

- With the winner qualifying for the Rio 2016 Olympic Games, USA took the lead when Katie Reinprecht finished off a penalty corner in the 34th minute.
- Michelle Vittese doubled USA’s lead 6 minutes later with another penalty corner strike.
- With 2 minutes to play, Florencia Habil put Argentina back into the game.
- USA: Can you closeout the game and secure your Olympic berth?
- Argentina: Can you create the chance you need to tie the game? Or is there time for 2 goals?

### FIH Hockey World Cup

**Hague, The Netherlands**

**Semifinal**

June 12, 2014

**USWNT** 🇺🇸 **1-2** 🇦🇺 **AUSTRALIA**

Start the game with Australia in possession in their own half.

- Kellie White put Australia ahead just after halftime before Kelsey Kolojejchick leveled the game for USA.
- Australia would take the lead in the final quarter on a penalty corner goal by Anna Flanagan.
- USA: The World Cup Final is close. Can you at least take it to shootouts?
- Australia: A lot can happen in 7 minutes. How will you play out the game?
Win the Moment (USMNT)

FIH Hockey World League Round 2
Tacarigua, Trinidad & Tobago
Quarterfinal
March 30, 2017

USMNT 0-2 TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
00:02:00

Start the game with a USA possession in their own half

- Trinidad & Tobago got on the board in the 23rd minute off a penalty corner by Mickell Pierre.
- After Ruben van Dam was issued a yellow card for USA, the host nation added a second goal from open play in the 58th minute.
- USA: A player and two goals down. Can you do what Michael Barinski and Pat Harris did and find two goals to take it to a shootout?
- Trinidad & Tobago: One foot in on the way to the semifinal but can you keep your head in the moment?

FIH Series Finals
Bhubaneswar, India
Pool Play
June 10, 2019

USMNT 2-1 JAPAN
00:03:00

Start the game with a Powerplay Challenge. Winner starts with possession in their own half.
If the game ends in a tie, then USA wins (top the pool).

- USA makes it 1-0 in the 41st minute on a goal from Deegan Huisman.
- Japan responded 4 minutes later through Kenta Tanaka before Huisman snagged his second in the 51st minute to put USA in the driving seat.
- With 3 minutes to play Kei Kaeppeler is issued a yellow card and USA are down a player...
- USA: A player down but still leading. Can you close out the game to top the pool?
- Japan: A tie isn’t enough for you. What will you do to find two goals?

Pan American Games
Lima, Peru
Bronze Medal Game
August 10, 2019

USMNT 2-0 CHILE
00:08:00

Start the game with a Chile Powerplay Challenge, complete two in a row to be awarded a goal

- USA roared to an early lead thanks to a goal by Deegan Huisman.
- Midway through the third quarter it was 2-0 as Aki Kaeppeler converted a penalty corner.
- With 8 minutes to play, Chile is awarded a penalty corner of their own...
- USA: What’s your mission? Does a goal for Chile change anything?
- Chile: Focus on the now and convert the Powerplay Challenge and you are back in the game. How will you play if you make it 2-1? What changes if you are still two goals behind?

Pan American Cup
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Pool Play
August 8, 2017

USMNT 3-1 CHINA
00:10:00

Start the game with USA possession in their own half
If USA scores (4-1) then Chile must play a player down for the rest of the game

- In a must win game which would see the winner face Canada in the Semifinals, Deegan Huisman scored early for USA before Alex Grassi made it 2-0.
- Aki Kaeppeler added a third in the 19th minute but Chile put one back through Pablo Purcell with 10 minutes to play.
- USA: Score and you put the game out of reach. Do you need to? How could you play?
- Chile: You need to score but if you let USA get another the task gets even harder.